
THIS EQUIPMENT IS ONLY TO BE USED BY FULLY CERTIFIED 
AND TRAINED PERSONAL. THE USER IS FULLY RESPONSIBLE 

FOR ANY INJURY OR DAMAGE RESULTING 
FROM THE USE OF THIS EQUIPMENT 

Installation Instructions: Remove deseamer from crate. It must be fastened to 
the surface it is being used on with the hardware supplied. Remove the plug 
from the bottom of the pneumatic pump and install air supply. Recommend 
air supply is 60 to 100 psi.  

Aerosol Can Deseaming Instructions:  

Important!! Can must be punctured and safety glasses 
must be worn. All instruction and safety sheets must 
be read and understood.  

It is very important that the dies are properly seated just 
under the double locking crimp in order for the can to be 
deseamed. If they are not fitted properly to the can they will 
only partially deseam the can and possibly damage the dies. 
To achieve this, first place the dies around the can just under the 
double locking crimp. You will notice that they are tight and are 
very hard to fit them to the can by hand especially the larger cans, 
do the best you can. Then place the the can with the dies into the 
production clamp. Move the cam lock lever to tighten the dies to 
the can. Slide the production clamp with the can and dies in the 
deseamer until it hits the stop in the back and retighten the cam 
lock lever. 

This will help center the can. The ram head has a groove in it 
also that the can valve will fit into. It may be necessary to 
change the ram head for smaller or larger cans. Pay close attention 
To have the correct ram head for the can. Press the lower part of 
the pedal on the pump. With the other hand hold the can. If the can 
is not centered properly the can will not travel straight down. If 
this happens let go of the can or it will pinch your hand. It will 



only partially deseam if it is not centered properly and may 
damage the dies. As the ram does its job you will see the crimp 
unfold once, and then again. When deseaming is complete press 
the top part of the pedal, the ram returns to 
its position. Repeat the process with the second set of dies to the 
opposite side of the can. Be careful removing the top 
and bottom. After the top is removed use a blunt object like a 
hammer handle to tap the bottom out. BE VERY CAREFUL !! the 
edges are very sharp. Special attention is required when using this 
equipment. It is very easy to slip while tightening the dies or 
removing the top or bottom resulting in a cut. If you feel 
comfortable with gloves then wear them. The more you use the 
deseamer, the better you will become at deseaming cans.  

Caution: Never place anything between the ram and 
deseaming tray besides an fixture plate, aerosol can with 
the proper dies as described in these instructions!! Certain 
injury could result and damage to this device would 
occur.  

For Parts, Service or Questions Please Call  

(870)-420-3226 
Or E-mail us at: info@aerotechlab.com  

Disclaimer: Aero-Tech Laboratory Equipment Company shall 
not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or 
consequential, arising out of the use of this product. Do to the 
nature or research & development the user is responsible for 
determining the suitability of the product for it’s  

intended use.  

	


